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1. Additional results
Fig. 1 to 3 show additional visual results obtained by the

three compared semantic segmentation networks (U-Net,
Attention U-Net, and DeepLabV3+) for the two best fusion
strategies, i.e., early and late. For an analysis of the figures,
we refer the reader to the discussion of Fig. 4 in the main
text, as a similar analysis applies here, and to the captions
in this document.

Figure 1. Additional sample results for one echogram from the OCUDS test set, for the best performing strategies (early and late fusion):
27-JUL-2015 10:00-11:00. All results should be compared to the fused annotations (with green bounding box). In the annotations and
results, black pixels represent discrete scatterers. Attention U-Net yields more detected pixels with many smaller detections, and all
networks yield additional and smaller detections in the late fusion case. Also, the networks seem to outperform the annotations with
respect to the vertical noise bands (parts of the annotations). See discussion in manuscript for possible explanations.



Figure 2. Additional sample results for one echogram from the OCUDS test set, for the best performing strategies (early and late fusion):
24-JUL-2015 05:00-06:00. All results should be compared to the fused annotations (with green bounding box). In the annotations and
results, black pixels represent discrete scatterers. As in other visual examples, Attention U-Net yields more detected pixels with many
smaller detections, and networks tend to yield additional and smaller detections in the late fusion case. The networks seem to outperform
the annotations with respect to the vertical noise bands and the aggregation in the middle part towards the left handside (part of the
annotations but not detected). See discussion in manuscript for possible explanations.

Figure 3. Additional sample results for one echogram from the OCUDS test set, for the best performing strategies (early and late fusion):
29-JUL-2015 14:00-15:00. All results should be compared to the fused annotations (with green bounding box). In the annotations and
results, black pixels represent discrete scatterers. As in other visual examples, Attention U-Net yields more detected pixels with many
smaller detections, and networks tend to yield additional and smaller detections in the late fusion case. The networks successfully deal
with the presence of large aggregations and bubbles (in yellowish-green).


